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STATEMENT 

done by: Prof. Dr.Sc. Kostadin Rabadjiev, Department of Archaeology in St. Kliment 

Ohridski University of Sofia, 

member of the Scientific Jury according to the Order of the Director of NAIM-BAS (No. 

І 2697/13.10.2020), 

concerning the competition for the academic position “Associate Professor” in profes-

sional field 2.2. History and Archaeology/ Archaeology, announced in the State Gazette 

(72/14.08.2020) for the needs of the Department of Classical archaeology, NAIM. 

 

1. The only documents for participation in the competition have been submitted by As-

sistant Professor Dr. Mario Ivanov Ivanov. His participation in the procedure has been 

confirmed with a submitted certificate that he meets the minimum national requirements 

under Art. 2b.2.3 and 5 of the law on the Development of the Academic Staff. 

Mario Ivanov graduated in Archaeology at St. Kliment Ohridski University of 

Sofia with a master degree (1999); he defended his doctorate in Archaeology on the topic: 

Burial monuments from the province of Thrace I - III century (2005); he was an archae-

ologist at “Stara Sofia” (2000-2004), a chief expert-archaeologist at NICM (2004-2009), 

at now a chief assistant at NAIM-BAS (2009). 

Dr. Mario Ivanov participates in the competition with a habilitation thesis: Serdica 

from Claudius to Hadrian (РП, No. XLV), which is in print. Among the competition 

documents is a list of publications, including studies (6), papers (35, one in print), publi-

cations listed in AОР of the annual archaeological research (11), articles and annotations 

in reference books and catalogues (6), reviews (5). 

 

2. The monograph presented in the competition consists of 253 pages of text, catalogue 

of finds and bibliography, 37 plates and 174 images. What has been written is a scientific 

publication of the archaeological excavations in the centre of modern city, which he has 

presented to us in an orderly and generalized form. Here I would like to specify that these 

excavations stand out with scale and precision, which is a prerequisite for the acceptabil-

ity of the author’s picture on the early history of the city. The structure is logically built, 

in a clear and justified transition from registered situations and artefacts to a summary of 
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buildings and ages, the study itself scrupulously steps on the studied and carefully draws 

the contours of the possible reconstruction. In fact, we are presented with a good example 

of the possibilities to attain a historical reading through archaeological methods. Personal 

observation in the archaeological research led by Dr. Mario Ivanov himself, the good 

knowledge of similar archaeological situations within the province and the Empire, is 

combined with knowledge of the historical fate of the city. And so he achieved a convinc-

ing account of the beginning of Roman Serdica. I also consider this to be the main merit 

of his work, which transcends the limitations of partial research and states the problems 

of early urban history in tenable dates. His contribution is also measured in the correctly 

presented information about the stratigraphy of the site and the archaeological environ-

ment of the discovered, as a good comparable basis for future research in the urban envi-

ronment. The text is  in concrete and professional stile, concise, but also convincing in 

the given examples of artefacts, constructions and situations, in the good knowledge of 

scientific publications and research on the topic, referring to the Thracian provinces, but 

also to the Roman empire as a whole. 

 

3. The list of publications of Dr. Mario Ivanov attached to the competition documents 

reveals his research goals and interests. They are entirely in the field of Roman and late 

Roman issues, discussing various aspects of material artefacts and the ideas they give rise 

to. I would like to point out several problematic circles in what has been written so far, 

first among them is the topic on tombstones, which is the theme of his PhD defended in 

2004. These are several studies: about the so called ‘funeral feast’ presented on tomb-

stones from Thrace (No. 3); tombstones with relief images from Serdica in the transition 

to late antiquity (No. 4) and for the horseman on the tombstones from Lower Moesia and 

Thrace (No. 6). The topic of death as seen in monuments and burial structures is also 

present in a significant number of papers (Nos. 12, 18 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 33, 34), 

as well as in several reviews of what foreign researchers have written on monuments from 

the Thracian provinces (№ 2, 3, 4). I must specify that in the list of publications Mario 

Ivanov has correctly indicated his publications with which he participated in obtaining 

the educational and scientific degree "Doctor". 

Another group of publications are on artefacts originating from the Thracian prov-

inces such as latrines (study No. 2); several papers on the subject of Roman mosaics (Nos. 
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1, 3, 4); Roman imported ceramic and glass vessels (Nos. 9, 10, 28); rings (No. 17); ele-

ments of belt decoration (No. 25); cult monuments (Nos. 2, 6, 7, 13, 14) and even a Viking 

ax-amulet (No. 6). I would also point out serious contributions in the topic of urban ar-

chaeology – research on Roman and late antique provincial architecture in buildings and 

urban architectural complexes (Nos. 8, 16), among them early Christian basilicas (studies 

No. 1, paper No. 5); towns (Nos. 31, 32). 

The focus of his research is Serdica and this is expected, since most of the topics 

resulted from discoveries in excavations managed by him, and they are concentrated 

mainly within the modern Sofia limits. This reinforces the significance of the conclusions 

made in them with personal observations on the archaeological context of the find. Some 

of them are presented as primary publications of material, but others are serious scientific 

studies of types of artefacts. And among his significant contributions I would outline the 

topic of provincial Roman architecture, which Mario Ivanov discusses with knowledge 

and in depth regarding buildings and memorial constructions. 

The list of publications reveals Mario Ivanov as a well-known researcher – in field 

work (see the list of excavations led by him in the autobiography and publications about 

them in АОР), but also in processing and examining the finds, their presentation in sci-

entific discussions on a wide range of topics of Roman archaeology, with numerous par-

ticipations in national and international conferences and scientific forums (see the list in 

his autobiography). 

 

4. Assessment: On account of all this my answer to the question about the attainments of 

Mario Ivanov as a researcher is positive, the same for his publications, including the dis-

sertability and significance of the presented habilitation thesis. In the attached reference 

for the contributions they are all divided into groups, which outline the thematic circles 

of his scientific interests, the achievement in them is described in detail and correctly. A 

sure testimony to his contributions is the reference to the registered numerous citations of 

his publications in studies of Bulgarian and foreign researchers, in modern historiog-

raphy. The listed activities, followed in scientific forums, scientific projects and excava-

tions, and the published texts distinguish him as an acknowledged researcher of Roman 

antiquity, a specialist in the archaeology of the Thracian lands, for whom participation in 

the competition is reasonable and expected. 
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*   *   * 

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize the contribution of what has been written, 

the result of long field work and undoubted scientific potential. Dr. Mario Ivanov has 

managed to establish himself as a precise and thorough researcher, in whose work one 

could trace his knowledge of the discussed monuments and the written about them in 

international studies. The reviewed monograph is a serious scientific study, a well-struc-

tured text written with hard work and knowledge, in which the author has achieved his 

task to present a convincing reconstruction of early Serdica. And this is my reason to vote 

positively for the academic position of “Associate Professor” at NAIM to be conferred 

on him. 

 

Sofia, 15th December, 2020 

 

Kostadin Rabadjiev 

 


